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Hunks of Hockey
By Erica Dequaya

Createspace Independent Pub, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 201 x 132 mm. Language: English Brand New Book. They re
the bad boys of the ice-the men of the Dallas Blaze hockey club
who take to the cold, hard surface on a regular basis to do
battle over a small, black disc of vulcanized rubber. Meanwhile,
off the ice, these hunks wage a more subtle and seductive battle
to win the hearts, minds and bodies of their ladies.Previously
available only in electronic format, these steamy novellas have
now been combined for a paperback edition! Included are the
tales.In The Crease Faced with a career-ending injury, superstar
goalie Adam Cryder finds his mind and libido snared by strong
and sexy physical therapist Susannah Robers.Two On One
Hockey forward Gary Jacobsen s past shame means he ll do
anything to win back the love of his wife, Jeanne BradleyJacobsen, even if it means sharing her with another
man.Penalty Kill Adrian Donelson, passionate defenseman,
learns that giving up hard-earned control to best friend and
dominatrix Daria DeCarlo creates a night to remember and
regrets the morning after.Welcome to the world of professional
hockey, where the hits are hard, the games intense.and where
anything is...
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Reviews
An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never
confusing. Your life period will likely be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tr a cy K eeling
This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your
life period will likely be enhance as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce B oyle
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